Organoboranes

 BORANE is prepared by sodium borohydride and boron trifluoride. It exists as dimer known as Diborane
 Diborane is generated by dropwise addition of a solution of sodium borohydride in diglyme to a stirred mixture
of boron trifluoride etherate and diglyme and the gas generated is swept by a slow stream of nitrogen into a
reaction flask containing a solution of reactant
 Borane exist as a mixture of B2H6 and BH3 because there is equilibrium between B2H6 and BH3
 BH3 is an electron pair acceptor, having only six electrons on boron hence it behaves as strong Lewis acid
 In aprotic solvents that can act as electron donors such as ether, tertiary amines, and sulphides borane forms
Lewis acid base adduct
 The vacant orbital makes borane a target for nucleophiles

Diglyme

 Borane is capable of reducing a variety of functional groups
 The most useful application of the reagent is hydroboration (addition to carbon-carbon multiple bonds)
 Hydroboration is concerted reaction and product formation takes place by formation of four centered cyclic
transition state (syn addition across carbon-carbon double bond)
 In four centered TS boron and carbon are partially charged, hence it has some carbocation character
 Addition is syn and BH3 adds to less hindered or less substituted olefinic carbon (regioselective)

 Alkene reacts with borane to give new borane in which one of the hydrogen is replaced by alkyl group
 This monoalkyl borane (RBH2) is capable of addition reaction with another molecule of alkene to produce a
dialkylborane (R2BH), which in turn undergoes further addition to produce a trialkylborane (R3B)

 In these reactions each successive step is slower than the preceding step (V1>V2>V3), because of increasing
steric bulk of the partially alkylated borane reagent
 Di and trisubstituted alkenes normally react with borane to give dialkylborane and tetrasubstituted alkenes form
monoalkylboranes with borane at room temperature
 This order permits the preparation of mono and dialkyl boranes that are less reactive and more selective than
borane itself
 Two dialkylboranes are in common use, 9BBN and Sia2BH.
 Sia2BH are exceptionally regioselective because of its very hindered nature

 9BBN and Sia2BH are used where one hydroboration
is required
 When two hydroborations are required, thexylborane is
used which is prepared from 2,3 dimethyl 2-butene
 Hydroboration is not restricted to alkenes, alkynes also
react to give gem-diborane with BH3
 This trivinyl borane further reacts with borane to give
trialkylborane

 A sterically hindered dialkylborane Sia2BH reacts with
alkyne to give only vinylborane

 Asymmetric boranes can be made which are used in
enantioselective synthesis
 The reagents are prepared from (+) and (-) alphapinene
Diisopinocampheyl borane

Reduction with Boranes and Alkylboranes
 Borane is a powerful reducing agent. It reduces
aldehydes, ketones, epoxides, carboxylic acids,
nitriles, azocompounds and amides at room
temperature
 The reactivity of reducing groups by borane is:
-COOH > -C=C- > RCHO > R2C=O > RCN > Epoxy > RCOOR’
 In case of LiAlH4 and NaBH4, reduction occurs by addition of
hydride ion to the electron deficient centre of a multiple bond
 However boron is a lewis acid and attacks electron rich
centre
 Reduction of carbonyl group by borane takes place by addition
of the electron deficient borane to the oxygen atom followed by
the irreversible transfer of hydride ion from boron to carbon.
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Reaction of Aldehydes with Allylboranes
 Allylic boranes react with aldehydes in different way
 First step involves the coordination of the basic carbonyl oxygen to the Lewis acid Boron, making two
differences:
 (i) it makes carbon more electrophilic, and
 (ii) and also the carbon-carbon bond in the allylic fragment is weakened so that migration is easier
 The coordinated compound gives rearrangement like [3,3] Sigmatropic rearrangement
 In coordination compound there is negative charge on boron, this negative charge increases the nucleophilicity of
the double bond of allylic system so that it attacks the carbonyl carbon.
 Transfer of boron from carbon to oxygen occurs with simultaneous carbon-carbon bond formation.

 Carboxylic acids are reduced to
primary
alcohols
with
borane
selectively in presence of other groups
 The initial reaction of a carboxylic acid
with borane evolves hydrogen to
produce acyloxyboranes

 Acyoxyboranes are particularly reactive
towards excess reducing agent and
reduction to the aldehyde and then alcohol
 The reason for the enhanced reactivity of
acyloxyboranes, relative to esters and acids
is due to overlap of the oxygen lone pair with
the empty p-orbital on boron
 This effect in turn reduces the effectiveness
of the overlap between oxygen lone pair and
the adjacent pi system of the carbonyl bond
and hence C=O group behaves as carbonyl
group of aldehydes and ketones which is
confirmed by the reduction of acyloxyborane
by NaBH4 into alcohol

Oxygen donates lone
pair of electrons into
Boron’s empty p-orbital

 The reduction of epoxides with borane
gives rise to less substituted alcohol as
major product
 Since reaction is SN2 and borane is
Lewis acid, the nucleophile attacks on
more hindered carbon
 The reaction is catalyzed by NaBH4 and
high yields of alcohol are obtained
 The difference in the relative reactivities
of Lithium Aluminium hydride and borane
in the reduction of carboxylic acid and
ester groups is seen in the synthesis of
(R) and (S)- mevalonolactone

 Sia2BH and ThBH2 are more
selective reducing agents than
borane itself
 Milder reducing agent than borane
because of steric effect
 Aldehydes and ketones are
converted
to
corresponding
alcohols
 Anhydrides and esters do not
react and epoxides are reduced
only slowly
 Carboxylic acids are not reduced
in contrast to rapid reduction with
borane
 Lactones and amides are reduced
by Sia2BH at 0 0C.

